MOSS

PANELS
FOR FEATURE
WALLS

WE EXIST TO BRING AUTHENTIC, EASY TO USE MATERIALS TO THE DESIGN COMMUNITY

MATERIALS FOR DESIGN

For a spectacular feature wall, we present Moss panels; true to our key product
values of AUTHENTICITY, PRACTICALITY and AFFORDABILITY.
AUTHENTIC because the 38 x 58 cm panels are made using real, stabilised Icelandic
moss, sustainably harvested in Scandinavia. The moss is cleaned and preserved and
retains its natural organic characteristics, remaining soft to the touch. The product
cries out to be touched.
The moss is PRACTICAL because it is supplied on flexible MDF panels which can
be simply and easily installed creating a beautiful feature wall. The moss requires
no watering, sunlight or maintenance and stays fresh and soft from the humidity in
the air. An antistatic process stops dust from clinging to the moss, so the product is
a much more practical alternative to living walls, both in terms of installation and
maintenance. An added benefit is that the moss panels have a good acoustic impact
on spaces where they are installed.
Although a beautiful, premium product the ease of installation and the ease of
maintenance of moss panels make it a much more AFFORDABLE solution than
traditional living walls.

Two standard colours of Moss panel are available, the rich moss green and the
zestier apple green. Other colours marked with an asterisk can be made to order,
ranging from bright pink, orange and yellow through to neutral and black shades.

Apple Green

Moss Green

Chocolate*

Ochre*

Orange*

Lemon*

Grapefruit*

Ocean Blue*

Olive*

Strawberry*

Nature*

Sky Blue*

Pink*

Liquorice*

Mint*

Special commissions can be undertaken such as cubes, circles, company logos and
letters. We’ve even made a map of the world! Ask and we will have a go at it!

GET SPECIFIC
Composition 	
MDF panels with real preserved Icelandic moss surface
Thickness
3mm MDF carrier mounted with between 40mm and 60mm thickness of moss
Dimensions
Each panel is 38cm x 58cm – supplied 5 panels per pack (1.1 sq m per pack)
Weight
14kg / sq m (approx)
Suitability	For feature walls and decorative panels

GET FITTING
The individual panels are very easy to install. They can be screwed, nailed or glued to the substrate. They aren’t
especially heavy (14kg / sq m) but that is more than many finishes so make sure that the wall or surface to be
covered can take the weight.
GET CLEANING
No cleaning is required, the antistatic properties of the preservation process means that dust will not be attracted.
If something damages the moss a repair kit is available.
Pests are not a problem because there is no soil to harbour them and the preservation process repels them.
GET BESPOKE
We are able to make pretty much any 2D or 3D shape, pattern or logo in moss – challenge us!
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